English Studies for

$470
Off!

Restaurant Workers
English Studies for Restaurant Workers has been developed at a
special early time to give those who work all day and into the
night the opportunity to their English Language abilities.
Having English language abilities gives more opportunities in
work and helps meet Immigration New Zealand’s English
language requirements.
The Course Aims to:

FAST FACTS



Improve the level of English of international workers in the food industry



Give workers the basic and conversational English they need to work well in an

Start Dates:

English speaking environment

Start Any Monday*

Provide a flexible schedule that allows workers the opportunity to improve

*Except public and school holidays



their English abilities outside of work hours

Why Study ESRW at WIE?

Timetable:
8:30—10:30am Tuesday and Thursday
(4 hrs per week)

English Studies for Restaurant Workers is designed to fit the needs of all those working in a restaurant. It is at a special early time so that it does not interfere with stu-

Course Duration

dents work schedules. As it is only four hours per week, students are able to learn

12 weeks

English and still keep up with their busy lives.
The curriculum for the class is designed to give students the skills they will be using

Class Size

everyday. This course covers all four areas of language: speaking, listening, reading

Average 6 - 8 students, maximum 15

and writing, but there is a special emphasis put on conversational skills they will
need daily. These include learning and practicing food, kitchen, and customer service vocabulary and conversation skills. By taking English Studies for Restaurant
Workers , students will be able to do better in their jobs and be able to meet the
English language requirements for Immigration should they decide to stay in New

Fees*
12 weeks

$ 790

*Fees are all inclusive; books are loaned to students for
the duration of their course

Zealand.

Additional Study Benefits


Funded by the New Zealand Government for NZ Residents and citizens



Accredited by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA)



Approved IELTS Pretesting Centre with Free pre-tests every month



Qualified and experienced teachers who are native English speakers



Small classes mean you get more individual attention



Supportive study environment with Academic Advisors available



Free Wireless Internet (WiFi) access

Choose WIE and let us help you get
the results you need for success!

Ph: +64 7 838 2450
Email: info@wie.ac.nz
Web: www.wie.ac.nz

